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What is your opinion about the public's perception of 
structural engineers? Provide suggestions for how 
structural engineers might increase recognition and 
general public awareness of the profession. 

When I think about the question of how the public perceives structural engineers, I am reminded of a 
statement one of my professors made in graduate school, “no one thinks about structural engineers 
until something goes wrong.” Structural engineers only find themselves in the news when structures fail, 
not when a beautiful and challenging project is completed. I would not define this as a negative public 
perception, but rather an out of sight, out of mind relationship; the public is used to our designs 
working, so they do not constantly fear their failures. The way I believe structural engineers could 
change the public perception of our relationship would be to step into the limelight more to highlight 
the innovative and unique way that we solve problems to make the world a better place. 

If you ask the average person when the last time they heard the news mention a structural engineer, 
they will most likely mention the last time a building collapsed or another negative news story 
surrounding a building collapse or failure. The journalist will have most likely interviewed an engineer 
who is unaffiliated with the project or the general contractor and will more often than not try to explain 
a complicated engineering concept in a simple manner that the average reader will comprehend. Due to 
increased legal scrutiny, structural engineers are hesitant to publicly express their opinions about 
failures and truly educate the public until years have passed. This leaves the uniformed reader with 
more questions than answers as they resume their lives. The negative feelings that are attached to 
structural engineers fade away as the story fades from their memory, until the next collapse, when they 
think, “hey, this is just like the last time!” Additionally, the media commonly uses reports created by 
structural engineers in a negative manner. Politicians frequently use the annual infrastructure report 
generated by the ASCE to cast a negative light on their opponents in office. The report is rarely read or 
quoted, besides the wide sweeping grade assigned to all infrastructure in America. 

Despite all this, people do not think about a building potentially collapsing on them before they walk 
into it. The built-in factors of safety and conservatism with our designs allow society to function without 
the constant fear of collapse. When new designs or materials are used, they are thoroughly tested and 
analyzed before incorporation into structures, usually behind closed doors and away from the public 
eye. This testing and ensuring of the public safety is the opposite of a technology company that rolls out 
new software with security flaws or a financial institution losing its clients personal data. The behind the 
scenes research and development allows the structural engineering industry to avoid the villain status, 
which large banks, technology, or pharmaceutical companies are sometimes labeled as. While the 
security and safety of the public is paramount to our profession, it has the negative effect of keeping our 
work out of the public interest. 

However, I do think there are simple ways that structural engineers can step out of the background of 
the designed world and into the forefront of people’s thoughts when they are appreciating the built 
environment. I believe the simplest way that the general public can become more aware of our work is 
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through outreach via social media platforms. If you search through the Instagram accounts of famous 
architecture firms, you will find beautiful photos of projects and renderings. Even labor unions and 
general contractors have photos of job sites and their hard work heavily filtered and posted. A similar 
search of structural engineering firms produces photos of convention booths and stock marketing 
material. This misuse or underutilization of social media by structural engineering firms limits the 
engagement that is possible with the general public. Marketing materials may interest other engineers, 
but it is not going to entice a person outside of our industry to follow the account to learn more. 
 
Highlighting our accomplishments through social media would also allow us to step out from behind 
architects to get credit for the beautiful buildings that are being built around the world. I attended a 
lecture at local architecture school by structural engineer Leslie Robertson were he highlighted his 
career’s work. The presentation to me was unique because he did not spend the whole time discussing 
moment connections or transfer trusses, but rather the beauty of the structural systems that he 
designed and how the design fit the architect’s vision. This was the first time I had ever heard an 
engineer talk about their projects in this manner. If engineers are aware of their audience and sell their 
projects in a non-technical, but passionate way, they will help the general public appreciate the 
structural ingenuity behind the structures around them. With the right spokespeople, maybe one day 
there will be a whole group of well-known structural engineers. 
 
I believe that structural engineers possess the ability to change the public’s perception of our 
profession. For the most part, the public is indifferent towards structural engineers, only becoming 
aware of us when a disaster occurs. This allows us to seize the opportunity to control the narrative and 
take advantage of existing methods, such as social media, to step out into the spot light and from 
behind architects to showcase all the great work that we do. With the correct people, presenting our 
craft in a non-technical manner, structural engineers may be able to develop into a mainstream 
profession comparable to doctors, chefs or artists. Who knows, maybe in fifteen years Netflix will make 
a mini-documentary about the rise to fame of a world renowned structural engineer? 


